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Andrea Moores <amoores@email.medfield.net>

Fwd: Naming of publicly noticed meeting recordings 
1 message

Jeff Marsden <Jmarsden@email.medfield.net> Wed, Jun 16, 2021 at 9:55 AM
To: Andrea Moores <amoores@email.medfield.net>

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Christine McCue <christine.mccue@verizon.net> 
Date: Tue, Jun 15, 2021 at 11:31 AM 
Subject: Naming of publicly noticed meeting recordings 
To: Michael Marcucci <selectmanmarcucci@gmail.com>, Osler Peterson <Osler.Peterson@oslerpeterson.com>,
<gmurby@lexlead.com> 
Cc: <ktrierweiler@medfield.net>, Michael Quinlan <mquinlan@compasspminc.com>, Jeff Marsden <jmarsden@email.medfield.net>,
Lynn Stapleton <lstapleton@leftfieldpm.com>, Mark Cerel <mcerel@franklinma.gov>, Marion Bonoldi <mbonoldi@medfield.net>, Brett
Poirier <brett@medfield.tv> 

Dear Medfield Board of Selectmen,

 

I wrote to Brett Poirier at Medfield TV expressing concerns about recordings of Dale Street School Building Committee meetings now
being filed on YouTube under “New Elementary School Building” vs. Dale Street School Building Committee, which is the legal name
(see screen shots below and attached). In response, I was asked to bring the request forward to the School Building Committee.
However, I believe this request goes beyond the SBC as a matter of Town policy.  

 

Specifically:

 

*When our town meeting notices, website calendar, and meeting minutes use an official committee name, the recordings of those
meetings should reflect that official name, and especially given the pandemic-related executive order, per Open Meeting Law, that
allows for a “posting of a full and complete transcript, recording or other comprehensive record on its website as soon as practicable
after the meeting.” Of course, this allowance does not apply when the public has been given multiple ways to access the meeting in
person or online (like the recent forum), however, it does reinforce the point that if the Town plans to rely on a taxpayer-funded cable
TV station to tape and/or post official meeting recordings, the names of those recordings should mirror the official meeting notices. (I
also know there has been a legislative push on and off over the years to allow recordings to take the place of public body meeting
minutes.)

 

*With regard to the Dale Street School Building Committee, that is the legal name/reference from MSBA’s standpoint and our town
standpoint – it is what has been shown on all of the official documents, so recordings of those meetings should reflect the same name
until after the Town takes official action otherwise.

 

*Beyond the “official” reasons, it’s just common sense. Anyone who is trying to better understand town issues, and in particular any
town project, should be able to search for Medfield TV meeting recordings under a consistent committee or board name, and not have
to guess which name is being used.

 

Understandably, the points above would not in any way apply to citizen-organized or the usual Medfield TV studio productions – they
are only for meetings/forums in which a public notice under Open Meeting Law is required.

 

Given that Brett specifically asked for my concerns to be brought to town leaders since it seems Medfield TV automatically takes
whatever name/labeling is given to it, I believe it’s important for some type of overall town policy or committee/board directive be
established with regard to naming/labeling Town meeting recordings. This step should not be discretionary.
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Best,

 

Chris
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--  

Jeffrey J. Marsden, Ed.D
Superintendent 
Medfield Public Schools
508-359-2302
Follow me on Twitter @JeffreyJMarsden and @DaleStProject 
#medfieldps  #medfieldpln

This electronic transmission is for the intended recipient only and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise
protected from disclosure. Any review, dissemination, or use of this transmission or any of its contents by persons other than the
intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you receive this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately upon receipt and
delete or destroy the communication and its attachments. Thank you for your cooperation.
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